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AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY IN 

LOVELAND TOWNSHIP, EASTERN ONTARIO, FOR 

CONWEST EXPLORATION

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Project #1007 

PRELIMINARY:

An agreement was reached between Conwest Exploration 

of Toronto, Ontario, and Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys for the 

latter to perform an airborne geophysical survey over part of 

the Township of Loveland, North of Timmins, Ontario. Some 104 

line miles of survey were completed, plus 8 miles of magnetic 

control. The survey was completed during the week of June 30th, 

1961, using Canadian Aero Mineral Survey's geophysically equipped 

Otter Aircraft. The geophysical equipment is described in Appen 

dix II to this report.

A listing of anomalies is included in Appendix I to 

this report, and explanation of grading, etc. is given in Appendix

III.

Plan maps at a scale of 1320' - l" are included with 

the report, of the electromagnetic results, and of the contoured 

magnetics.
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Preliminary (Cont'd.)

Crew involved in the survey were as follows: 

Field: E.G. McNarry, Toronto - Pilot

R. Sarsfield, Noranda - Aircraft Engineer 

E. Seagraves, Toronto - Navigator 

G.A. Curtis, Toronto - Operator

Office: J.H. Priest, Toronto - Data Reductionist 

K. Mcleod, Toronto - Data Reductionist 

D.M. Wagg, Toronto - Geophysicist. 

The following report summarizes the results of 

this survey. 

GEOLOGY;

The area is largely covered by overburden, the

sparse outcrops indicate the probability of the area lying within 

a greenstone belt into which are intruded acidic plugs or stocks, 

and at least one diabase dyke. In the discussion of the magnetic 

results below geology will be further inferred from the contoured 

plan.

The area lies largely West of Geology published by 

the Ontario Department of Mines in Map 53C by McDermott, James 

and Robb. This indicates a greenstone belt cut by numerous 

diabase dykes and included acid intrusives.
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GENERAL RESULTS

1. Magnetics

The magnetics show the probable existence of a 

number of geologic features within the surveyed area. First, 

the diabase dyke known to exist on the North West boundary of 

the area, persists in a southerly strike direction through the 

area. It is magnetically prominent and typical of a diabase 

sill which is more or less continuous. The existence of one 

and possibly two other linear features, possibly dykes, is noted 

on the North Central portion of the sheet. In addition there is 

a possibility of acid intrusives in the North East part of the 

sheet and in the East central to South section. These inferred 

features may be important in relation to the weak conductive 

anomalies noted.

2. Electromagnetics

The electromagnetic anomalies indicated in the survey 

are weak generally and in addition show rather poor conductivities. 

Seven zones of such conductors, have been chosen as of possible 

interest and are discussed below. It should be emphasized that 

the survey precludes the possibility of quantities of heavy 

sulphides existing within 100* of surface. On the other hand 

some of the anomalies in association with favorable geology, 

while reflecting at best only weak to fair conductivities, could

potentially be of further interest.
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DETAILED RESULTS

System # l - Anomalies 24B and 25A

These anomalies are extremely weak and indicate 

rather weak conductivity. They were chosen primarily due to 

their proximity to a weak magnetic feature which may be a part 

of a diabase sill. The system would be worth further investigation 

only if correlated with interesting geology. 

System # 2 - Anomalies 22A. 23A and 24A

This system is related to the magnetic feature which 

is thought to be a continuation of a mapped diabase dyke, striking 

S450 E. Due to this relationship, the system may be of interest, 

although the E.M. anomalies are weak and show only moderate 

conductivity. 

System ft 3 - Anomaly 21A

This anomaly lies adjacent to the major diabase 

dyke striking roughly North South through the area. The anomaly 

is broad with fair conductivity indicated. It is not directly 

correlated with magnetics. Follow-up should be dictated by the 

addition of favorable environment aside from geophysics. 

System #4 - Anomaly 19A

This anomaly is rather poor, but if genuine would 

indicate a fair conductivity. It' may be associated with a 

magnetic feature offsetting from the diabase magnetics. Again,
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System #4 - Anomaly 19A Cont'd.

however, its geophysical considerations alone are not adequate

to recommend further work.

System #5 - Anomalies 8A, 10A. 11A and 13A

These anomalies are weak but show a reasonable 

conductivity. They imply a zone paralleling and close to the 

Diabase Dyke on its East side. The zone is apparently discon 

tinuous, and is probably multiple at its South end. It should 

be checked in the vicinity of anomaly 8A on a low priority 

basis.

System #6 - Anomalies 7A and 8B

These anomalies show fair conductivity and are 

correlated with very weak magnetics. The zone appears to be 

double at its south end, and ground investigation is warranted 

on anomaly 7A.

System #7 - Anomaly 6A

This anomaly is sufficiently strong to warrant a 

ground check. A fair to good conductivity is indicated, but 

nojf. magnetic correlation exists.
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CONCLUSIONS

Seven rather weak conductive zones have been

described, numbers 5, 6 and 7 of which probably warrant some 

further ground investigation. Although weak, isolated anomalies 

occur which have not been discussed, their importance should be 

assessed primarily in the light of their immediate environment. 

Should known ground conditions warrant, they could also then 

be considered as targets.

Don M. Wagg,'

Ottawa, Ontario, 
August 29, 1961.
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Anomaly

1A

3A

5A

6A

7A 
7B

8A 
8B

9A

10A

11A

13A

19A

21A

22A

23A

24A 
24 B

25A

TL W -A

Fiducials

4150/54

1483/86

9186/90

9354/57

9491/96 
9450/53

9603/08 
9616/19

9864/70

9933/37

165/168

488/492

2610/14

2934/39

3037/42

3248/51

3453/56 
3434/37

3609/14

3973/77

In-Phase 
Quad

80/50

80/40

60/20

100/40

100/60 
60/20

40/40 
60/30

50/50

40/-

40/15

80/40

60/20

80/60

80/60

40/20

20/40 
30/30

60/20

80/40

Altitude

160'

160'

140'

170'

170' 
160'

220' 
200'

145'

180'

ISO 1

160'

160'

150'

140'

140'

150 ' 
160'

ISO 1

135'

Magnetics 

Nil

Poss. SI. Neg

Dir. 30*

Nil

Poss 20*
Nil

E side 400* 
Poss 20*

Nil

E side 300*

E side 300*

E side 300*

Nil

W side 300*

Dir 80*

Correlate 150*

W side 80* 
Nil

Coincides 90*

Pass Slight

Rate

3

3

3

2B

2B 
X

3 
3

X

X

X

3

X

3

3

X

X 
X

X

X

Comments

Dual

Weak

Weak 2B

Broad - Dual 
Minor

Weak, Double 
Good 3

Broad, Poor

Poor

Very Weak

Poor Correlation

Broad - Reasonable

Poor - probably 
W of mag.

Poor 
Very weak

Broad, weak

Poor character -
double

TL E-A 4171/74 40/50 160' Nil X Poor character

Some magnetic at 3842 800* + Anomaly 

* ~ gammas
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